
STAT 110 CHAPTER 5 SOLUTIONS

5.2. (a) The explanatory variable is proximity to a highway (i.e., whether within 100 meters
or not). The response variable is artery wall thickness.
(b) There was no treatment “applied” to any of the individuals in this study. Researchers just
simply observed where they lived.
(c) There are many lurking variables in this observational study; e.g., overall health, diet, fi-
nancial situation, levels of stress, etc. Each of these and others confound our ability to discern
what the true effect of proximity is on artery wall thickness.

5.11. (a) The explanatory variable is antioxidant. The response variable is whether an
individual developed colon cancer (yes/no).
(b) The researchers would use randomization to assign individuals to one of these four an-
tioxidant groups:

• Group 1: Daily beta-carotene

• Group 2: Daily vitamins C and E

• Group 3: Daily beta-carotene + vitamins C and E

• Group 4: Control

The subjects would be followed over a 4-year period and then screened for colon cancer at the
end of this time.
(c) You could use Table of Random Digits in Moore and Notz, or you could use R:

> colon = seq(1,864,1)

> sample(colon,5,replace=FALSE)

[1] 610 41 368 741 367

Patients labeled 610, 41, 368, 741, and 367 would be the first five subjects assigned to the beta-
carotene group. If the researcher wanted to balance the number of patients for each treatment
group, s/he would assign the first 214 to Group 1, the next 214 patients to Group 2, the next
214 patients to Group 3, and the remaining 214 patients to Group 4.
(d) This means that the differences in colon cancer rates among the four groups were small and
could have arisen easily by chance.
(e) People whose diet includes fruits and vegetables may have better diets, better overall health,
better exercise habits, better lifestyle choices (e.g., smoking/not, etc.). It could be that these
variables also have an effect on colon cancer.

5.14. (a) The individuals in this experiment are the maple boards.
(b) The explanatory variable is which type of blade is used to do the cutting (new narrow
blade or standard-width blade). This explanatory variable is categorical.
(c) The response variable is the amount of burning.

5.19. This means that the differences between students who used software and those who did
not were small and could have arisen by chance.
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5.20. We could use a two-group randomized comparative experiment. Twenty-five subjects will
be randomized to receive memantine. The other 25 subjects will receive a placebo (i.e., a pill
designed to look like memantine but itself is innocuous). Treat patients the same throughout
the experiment. Then measure the amount of cognition improvement after a certain amount of
time.
(b) Label subjects 1, 2, 3, ..., 50. Use randomization to select the 25 memantine subjects:

> memantine = seq(1,50,1)

> sample(memantine,25,replace=FALSE)

[1] 26 16 44 4 2 31 1 43 15 3 23 48 9 29 38 18 30 47 22 20 5 49 50 11 45

The subjects with these numerical labels will be assigned memantine. The remaining subjects
will be assigned placebo.

5.23. The first design is an observational study; no attempt is made to influence the
women’s bone loss (although matching is used with regards to exercise). The second study is a
comparative experiment where the “treatment group” involves women who will participate
in supervised exercise (the other women will continue with their usual habits). This study
is more active; women are proactively assigned to different groups and are monitored going
forward. This will give better evidence if exercise has a cause and effect relationship with bone
loss.
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